Dojo Team Winner

In school

At home

Kaitlin in Year 5. We
have all noticed a
massive change in
Kaitlin in Year 5. She is
growing in confidence,
is challenging herself
and collaborates and
supports others. She
has brilliant grow
mindset and is always
ready to learn!

Noah M in Year 2 has
worked phenomenally
hard while he has been
at home and his writing
in particular has come
on so much. He submits
every single task
without fail and the
standard of his work
goes above and
beyond. Just brilliliant!

Yellow

In school

At home

Nursery

Ralphie- Ralphie has been giving
some great answers on the
carpet, he is trying hard to make
the right choices and is listening
carefully to instructions- Keep it
up Ralphie!

N/A

RM

Amelia - Amelia has impressed all
the adults in class this week with
her fantastic answers. She has
used new words from our class
text in her answers and solved
the part-whole models by
explaining each step she takes.
Well done Amelia!

Scarlett – Scarlett always completes her work to a
high standard and I can see she puts a lot of thought
into her learning at home. It is great to see her using
her new learning to produce some impressive work!
Well done Scarlett!
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Jamie-Jo – Jamie Jo has
continued to work hard,
particularly in phonics. Her
handwriting is showing real
improvement and she is trying
hard to think about the overall
presentation of her work. Keep
up the hard work Jamie.
Renesmai – Renesmai has been
working incredibly hard this
week, she has produced some
fantastic writing! Keep up the
super work!

Amy has worked consistently hard on her home
learning, completing all tasks set to the best of her
abilities. I am really looking forward to seeing this
positive attitude when she returns to school next
week. Keep it up Amy!

Charlie – Charlie has had a really
good few weeks! He is getting on
with his writing and completing
all of his work within the lesson.
He is regulating his emotions
much better and all of the staff in
year 1 are really proud of Charlie!
Alice- Alice has worked extremely
hard this week, especially on her
reading and writing. She has a
fantastic attitude to learning

Harley – Harley has been sending in lots of pictures
and videos of all of the things he has been doing at
home. Even though sometimes it can be a little bit
tricky, Harley demonstrates great resilience and we
love seeing all of things he has been getting up to!
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Jacob has tried his best and given
100% in everything he has done
this week. He has listened to
feedback carefully and used this
to make further progress.

London has completed work to high standard and
always listens to and responds to feedback when
given. Well done London.

3R

Charlie L – Charlie came back to
school this week and he has
settled back in brilliantly. He has
a fantastic attitude to learning –
keep it up Charlie!

Logan has worked hard to keep up with his home
learning this week. He doesn’t always find it easy but
always asks for help when he needs it and responds to
feedback. Well done Logan!
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Halimat - Halimat has been consistently completing all
her work whilst remote learning. She tries very hard
and produces some beautiful work. I am really
impressed with Halimat, keep it up!

Otilia- Otilia has consistently worked hard on her
home learning. She completes every task to the best
of her ability and blows me away every day with her
beautiful work. Otilia is always ready to have a go at
any tasks we send and her fantastic attitude shines
through. Huge well done Otilia!
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Viktor – Viktor has been working
hard, he is always striving to
improve his writing and his
understanding of the work we do
in maths. This week he has
worked hard to master the Bus
Stop method for division.
All children from my class in the
key worker group – all of the
children have worked
exceptionally hard throughout
this period. all have made
progress and have been a
pleasure to teach.
Sonny. Sonny has had an
excellent week, which has been
noticed by other adults in Year 4.
His focus and effort has been
excellent and he has been ready
to produce high quality work
from the moment that he has
entered the classroom each
morning. Well done, Sonny!
Curtis – Curtis has contributed
very well to class discussions this
week and is always on task. He
works very hard to ensure his
work is at its best quality and
never shies away from a task. He
has been a responsible and
energetic member of our class
this week. Well done and thanks
for always being positive!
I have chosen Amelia this week
for working brilliantly in maths
over the last term and showing a
greater confidence with lots of
different concepts and methods.
She has also contributed some
fantastic ideas in our discussions
about our new text in English.
Keep up the great work!

Summer – summer has worked hard to keep up with
her home learning, she has tried her best and
responded to the feedback we gave to help her along
the way. She has a positive attitude and never gives
up, well done Summer!

Ollie – Ollie has been consistent throughout home
learning with completing work. He will consider any
feedback and resubmit and always completes work to
a very good standard. Well done Ollie

Riley. During the last few weeks, Riley has really
pushed himself at home and has produced excellent
pieces of work in Maths and particularly in Writing
where the quantity and quality of his writing has
come on in leaps and bounds. Keep up the hard work,
Riley! Well done!

Freya – Freya has worked consistently throughout
lockdown ensuring to be participating in every lesson.
She has been well organised, is very thoughtful about
her work, and asks questions when needed. She has
blown me away with her enthusiasm for her work.
This is well deserved! Great job, Freya.

It has been extremely hard to choose what is
hopefully our last home learner of the week! I have
chosen Darci for all her hard work through both
lockdowns. She is a conscientious learner and always
takes pride in her work, whatever the subject. Even if
she is not feeling well, she aims to catch up as best
she can and that shows a fantastic attitude to her
learning. Well done, Darci!
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Halle-Mae. Halle is resilient,
hard-working, always striving to
improve and gives 100% to all
her work. She is a kind,
considerate and funny class
member and her contributions
help the rest of the class to learn.
Keep doing you Halle!
Summer – Summer has had a
great few weeks in school. She
has been focused in all her work
and has made great progress in
just 2 weeks.

Logan B, especially over the past few weeks Logan has
really increased the amount of work he has been
sending in, but more importantly the quality of the
work he has been sending in. Great work, great effort
and great aspirations to succeed. Well done, Logan.

Jessica- a consistent attitude towards home learning.
Jessica goes above and beyond with all her learning.
Giving everything 100%.

